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Faceting is a form of self-assembly at the nanometre-scale on adsorbate-covered single-crystal

surfaces, occurring when an initially planar surface converts to a ‘‘hill and valley’’ structure,

exposing new crystal faces of nanometre-scale dimensions. Planar metal surfaces that are rough

on the atomic scale, such as bcc W(111), fcc Ir(210) and hcp Re(12�31), are morphologically

unstable when covered by monolayer films of oxygen, or by certain other gases or metals,

becoming ‘‘nanotextured’’ when heated to temperatures above B700 K. Faceting is driven by

surface thermodynamics (anisotropy of surface free energy) but controlled by kinetics (diffusion,

nucleation). Surfaces can spontaneously rearrange to minimize their total surface energy (by

developing facets), even if this involves an increase in surface area. In this critical review, we

discuss the structural and electronic properties of such surfaces, and first principles calculations

are compared with experimental observations. The utility of faceted surfaces in studies of

structure sensitive reactions (e.g., CO oxidation, ammonia decomposition) and as templates for

growth of metallic nanostructures is explored (122 references).

1. Introduction

The emphasis of this review is on the new exploration of

nanometre-scale phenomena and their influence on surface

chemistry. We focus on faceted substrates that have

well-characterized nanometre-scale surface features, and strive

to understand how surface reactivity is affected by varying the

morphology and size of surface features. Faceting, a form of

self-assembly of nanometre-scale structures on adsorbate-z

covered single-crystal surfaces, occurs when an initially planar

surface converts to a ‘‘hill and valley’’ structure, exposing new

crystal faces of nanometre-scale dimensions. Recent experi-

ments, first principles calculations and applications of faceted

surfaces are presented.

The formation of facets on solid surfaces is often discussed

in terms of the equilibrium crystal shape (ECS) of small

crystalline particles.1–3 Examples of facet formation on
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small crystalline particles are well documented for supported

metal catalysts4,5 and oxide nanocrystals (see Fig. 1).6,7

Prolonged heating at elevated temperatures can cause a small

particle to achieve the equilibrium shape that is dictated by the

minimization of the total surface free energy,
R
gdA, where A is

the surface area. Note that the specific surface free energy,

g (in J m�2 or eV Å�2), is the reversible work per unit area

needed to create a new surface and depends on the crystal-

lographic orientation of the surface. The ECS is related to a

polar plot of g (the g-plot) by the Wulff construction.1,2

Whereas facet planes (extended flat regions of surface) are

present on the equilibrium shape of small particles, the

spontaneous faceting of clean planar metal surfaces is not

commonly observed, because the anisotropy in surface free

energy is generally too small for an atomically-rough surface

to form facets. However, when the surface is covered by

gaseous or metallic impurities, the anisotropy in surface free

energy can be enhanced considerably.

A schematic of the faceting process is shown in Fig. 2.

Faceting of an initially planar surface with a relatively high

specific surface free energy (i.e., a surface that is rough on the

atomic scale, such as bcc W(111), fcc Ir(210) or hcp Re(12�31))

is facilitated by the adsorption of gases and metallic mono-

layers (MLs). Upon heating, nanoscale features terminated by

facets nucleate, grow and cover the surface. Usually, the

resulting facets are more close-packed than the original planar

substrate, and invariably the overall surface energy is reduced

by facet formation, even though the surface area increases.8,9

Why is faceting of interest in surface chemistry? Somorjai

and Borodko10,11 have made persuasive arguments that a

major scientific challenge for the 21st century is to achieve a

high degree of selectivity in catalysis; there is strong evidence

that the geometrical and electronic structure of nanometre-

scale catalyst particles play a major role in selectivity. Studies

of structure sensitivity and selectivity in catalytic reactions

have attracted attention for many years, and the relative roles

of particle size effects, the crystallographic structure of sur-

faces, ensemble effects, etc., have been discussed extensively.

To address such issues, innovative new nanofabrication meth-

ods for assembling model catalysts at the nanometre-scale

have been developed.12 However, there are relatively few

studies on the surface chemistry of nanoscale particles or

surface features with specific, well-defined crystal facets and

a narrow size distribution.12–15 This is addressed in the work

described here in the context of the nanoscale faceting of

surfaces.

In this review, our emphasis will be on the atomically-rough

surfaces of transition metals (e.g., W, Mo, Ir, Rh, Re) and

alloys (NiAl) that become morphologically unstable, and can

undergo nanoscale faceting when covered by adsorbed gases

or metallic MLs and annealed at elevated temperatures. Our

focus is (a) to discuss the causes of faceting and other nano-

metre-scale growth phenomena on adsorbate-covered metallic

(and bimetallic) surfaces, with both experimental and theore-

tical results being presented; (b) to correlate surface structure,

surface reactivity and surface electronic properties with nano-

metre-scale features by model reaction studies showing struc-

ture sensitivity (e.g., CO oxidation, ammonia decomposition,

NO decomposition over planar and faceted Ir); (c) present

evidence for the use of faceted surfaces as nanotemplates for

the selective nucleation and growth of nanoscale metallic

clusters. We also build on the work described in previous

reviews.2,3,8,9,16–20

The main factor that distinguishes this work from other

studies of model metallic and oxide catalysts is our emphasis

on atomically-rough, high surface energy surfaces that may

become morphologically unstable during typical reaction con-

ditions. We believe that these results may be important for

catalytic applications, in understanding dynamic structural

rearrangements at the surfaces of high surface area catalysts

and in clarifying the role of nanometre-scale size effects in

surface reactions.

2. Theoretical, experimental procedures

2.A Theoretical and conceptual background

There have been important advances in the theory of faceting,

ranging from atomistic studies on the process itself up to first

principles and thermodynamic calculations on surface stabi-

lity. Oleksy has recently applied a simple solid-on-solid

model21–24 to study the adsorbate-induced faceting of different

bcc (111) surfaces.25 Using Monte Carlo simulations and

assuming a constant coverage of one physical ML, his calcula-

tions showed that the facet size increased with annealing

temperature and that disordered phases became relevant at

higher temperatures. Furthermore, his simulations on the

faceting–defaceting transition indicated a reversible process

Fig. 2 A schematic of the faceting process on a planar surface. Facets

form when the adsorbate-covered surface is heated and kinetic barriers

are overcome.

Fig. 1 (a) SEM image of rutile TiO2 particles. Reproduced from ref. 6

by permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry on behalf of the

Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique. (b) Theoretical equili-

brium crystal shape (ECS) for rutile TiO2. Reprinted with permission

from ref. 7. Copyright (1994) by the American Physical Society (URL:

http://link.aps.org/abstract/PRB/v49/e16721).
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involving a hysteresis effect in the surface formation energy

with respect to an alternating heat treatment.

Besides mesoscopic approaches, first principles electronic

structure calculations have also been used to provide informa-

tion on the overlayer-induced faceting of surfaces.26–31 These

studies in general showed that strongly interacting adsorbates

enhanced the anisotropy in the surface free energy of both

planar and faceted surfaces. Che et al.26 have studied different

metal overlayers on Mo(111) and found that, besides the

adsorbates known experimentally to induce faceting (Pt, Pd,

Au),9,32 even Ag should lead to surface faceting. Since experi-

mentally there is no evidence for the Ag-induced faceting of

Mo(111),33,34 they proposed that, although thermodynami-

cally preferred, a formation barrier to nucleation prevents the

surface from faceting.

Furthermore, facet formation on Ir and Re surfaces induced

by oxygen and nitrogen adsorption has been studied on the

basis of density functional theory calculations and

thermodynamic considerations. While on Ir(210) the presence

of oxygen led to the stabilization of three-sided nano-

pyramids,30,31,35 on Re(11�21) and Re(12�31), a variety of

additional structures appeared in the corresponding phase

diagrams.36,37 These ranged from two sided-ridges to four-

sided pyramids.

Although, for certain systems, contributions from edges,

kinks and/or strain have been found to play a substantial role

in the growth and stabilization of facets over planar surfaces,20

the evaluation of these contributions is rather demanding for

atomistic calculations, and therefore usually omitted. Conse-

quently, so far, theoretical studies have been limited to systems

that show a high enough anisotropy in surface free energy but

additionally small edge and kink energies.

Besides faceting under UHV conditions, quite recently,

theoretical studies were extended to electrochemical systems,

where it was shown that one should also be able to realize

surface faceting electrochemically by applying a proper elec-

trode potential.38

2.B The thermodynamics of faceting

Since facet formation is thermodynamically driven, the im-

portant quantity is the formation energy, which can

be expressed as a sum of changes in the Gibbs free

energies, mainly related to surface, edge, kink and strain

contributions:

DGform = DGsurface + DGedge + DGkink

+ DGstrain + . . . (1)

Assuming the facets to be large, the overall formation

energy can be approximated by the surface contribution

only. This condition, usually referred as the Herring

condition, is comparable to the so-called Wulff construction.

On the basis of this assumption, facet formation should occur

when

DGform � DGsurface ¼
X
f

Afinal
f gfinalf � Ainitialginitialo0; ð2Þ

where the initial surface is characterized by the surface free

energy ginitial and an overall surface area Ainitial, and the fth

face of the facets accordingly by gfinalf and Afinal
f . Since, in the

present case, facets showing different faces are formed on

the initially planar surface after adsorption of an adsorbate

(e.g. gaseous), eqn (2) converts into the following condition,

which has to be fulfilled in order to show facet formation:

S1

cos W1
� g1ðT; pgasÞ þ

S2

cos W2
� g2ðT; pgasÞ þ � � �oginitialðT; pgasÞ:

ð3Þ

Here, the parameters S specify the partial contributions of the

different faces to each nano-shaped facet, while W are the tilt

angles of the faces with respect to the initial substrate, T is the

temperature and pgas is the partial pressure of the surrounding

gas, whose adsorption induces the faceting. While all pre-

viously mentioned parameters are either given by the experi-

mental conditions (i.e., T and pgas) or can be obtained by

geometrical considerations (i.e., S and W), the remaining

information required for eqn (3) are the surface free energies

of the initial substrate, as well as the faces of the final facets.

To evaluate the different surface free energies relevant to

eqn (3), the ab initio atomistic thermodynamics approach can

be used, which allows one to evaluate the stability of surfaces/

interfaces that are in contact and in thermodynamic equili-

brium with a surrounding atmosphere.31,39–41 The most rele-

vant surface structures are then characterized by a low surface

free energy; as an example, for an interface between an Ir

surface and gaseous oxygen, this can be written as

gðT; pO2
Þ ¼ 1

A
½GðT; pO2

Þ �NIrmbulkIr �NOm
gas
O ðT; pO2

Þ�: ð4Þ

Here, G is the Gibbs free energy of the particular slab, A is the

corresponding surface area, and mbulkIr and mgasO are the chemical

potentials of both reservoirs the system is assumed to be in

contact with, i.e. the Ir bulk and gaseous oxygen. Since the

temperature and pressure dependence of all solid phases

(surfaces and bulk) is small compared to those of gaseous

phases, the oxygen chemical potential, which is given by

mgasO ðT; pO2
Þ ¼ 1

2
Etot
O2
þ �mO2

ðT; p0Þ þ kBT ln
pO2

p0

� �� �
; ð5Þ

dominates the T and p dependence of the surface free energies.

Here Etot
O2

is the calculated total energy of an isolated O2

molecule and �mO2
(T, p0) is the standard chemical potential at

temperature T, which includes all the contributions from

vibrations and rotations of the molecule, and the ideal gas

entropy at 1 atm.

With eqn (4), it is possible to evaluate the interfacial free

energies of the different surface faces of the facets, since all

relevant quantities can be deduced from first principles. For

the faceting of Ir and Re surfaces that are discussed later,

density functional theory calculations were used, together with

eqn (3), to finally obtain a surface phase diagram for surface

faceting (e.g. see section 3.B.a).

2.C Experimental methods

An array of ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) surface science methods

have been used for most of the faceting studies described here.

In such cases, the surfaces are cleaned in a UHV, gases and

other adsorbates are deposited, and the surface is heated to
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induce the formation of facets. In some cases, faceting is

studied in real time at an elevated temperature, but for most

systems, facets are identified after the heated sample is cooled

and the facets have been ‘‘frozen in’’. Exact details are given in

the respective papers. Methods for characterizing structure

and morphology include high resolution scanning tunneling

microscopy (STM), atomic force microscopy (AFM), low

energy electron diffraction (LEED) and scanning electron

microscopy (SEM). LEED is especially useful for screening

candidate surfaces to determine whether or not facets

form.42,43 In a typical LEED experiment, the sample is

mounted with its average surface (approximately) normal to

the incident electron beam. As the incident electron energy

increases, LEED beams from a planar substrate converge on

the specular (0,0) beam, which is usually in the center of the

pattern; in contrast, LEED beams from a faceted surface

converge on specular beams (0,0)-scattered from the facets in

directions away from the pattern center.

Nucleation, growth and relaxation kinetics are studied using

variable temperature STM (VT-STM) and low energy electron

microscopy (LEEM).44,45 Surface chemistry measurements are

based on temperature-programmed desorption (TPD) spectro-

scopy,35,46 high resolution electron energy loss spectroscopy

(HREELS),47 catalysis in a UHV-compatible reactor for sur-

face chemistry and Auger electron spectroscopy (AES). Field

electron emission microscopy (FEM) and field ion microscopy

(FIM) have been used to study the faceting of curved surfaces

with nanometre-scale dimensions.48,49 Synchrotron radiation

methods have been invaluable for determining the electronic

properties and growth structure/statistics via soft X-ray photo-

emission spectroscopy (SXPS),50–52 scanning photoelectron

microscopy (SPEM),53 grazing incidence X-ray diffraction

(GIXD) and grazing incidence small angle X-ray scattering

(GISAXS).54

In addition to UHV studies, there has been recent work on

oxide and other surfaces, in which facets are formed by

heating the samples in a high temperature oven (B1000 1C),

in air, at 1 atm.55 Such surfaces offer potential as nanotem-

plates for the assembly of nanoparticles, nanowires or bio-

molecules on surfaces from solution. Another interesting

procedure for generating faceted surfaces has been reported

recently: the faceting of an initially planar Ir(210) surface was

found to occur in an electrochemical cell using a Cl-containing

electrolyte.56

3. Faceting phenomena

3.A The general characteristics of faceting

Before discussing specific faceted surfaces, we begin by sum-

marizing several general characteristics of faceting.

(1) As indicated in the Introduction, the faceting of initially

planar surfaces is facilitated by the adsorption of gases or

metallic MLs that enhance the anisotropy of the surface free

energy. The adsorbed layers act as surfactants coating the

surface, and the substrate reconstructs to form faceted struc-

tures that are themselves coated by the adsorbed layer. The

development of faceted structures on surfaces demonstrates

that the minimum in surface free energy does not imply a

minimum in surface area; the surface area of faceted substrates

is often a few percent higher than that of the original planar

substrate. When 3-D faceted features appear, the surfaces of

the facets are generally more close-packed and invariably have

a lower overall surface free energy than the initial atomically-

rough planar surface.

(2) A fundamental constraint on faceting is the conservation

of total surface (substrate) symmetry.18 Surfaces with low

Miller indices often have a high symmetry that is reflected in

the symmetry of the faceted surfaces (e.g., the C3v W(111)

substrate develops three-sided pyramids with {211} facets and

the C1h Ir(210) substrate, with its single reflection plane,

develops elongated three-sided pyramids with one (110) and

two {311} facets, etc.). To maintain the overall symmetry of

the original surface, whether it has high symmetry or simply

C1 symmetry, symmetry-equivalent facets must form.18

(3) Although faceting is driven by thermodynamics, i.e., the

minimization of surface free energy, it is controlled by kinetic

barriers (i.e., the kinetics of diffusion and nucleation), meaning

that mass transport generally limits facet growth. In general,

there is a material-dependent ‘‘temperature window’’ within

which facets are observed. At low temperatures, an adsorbate-

covered surface can be metastable; as the temperature

increases, kinetic barriers to diffusion and nucleation are

overcome and facets form. Facet sizes increase over a limited

range of temperatures as the edge energy is minimized. At high

temperatures, the desorption of adsorbates and/or tempera-

ture-dependent surface free energies reduce the anisotropy of

g, and the surface relaxes back to planar.

(4) Both homogeneous and heterogeneous nucleation and

growth of facets are observed. Homogeneous nucleation

means that when a critical surface coverage is attained and

the temperature is sufficient, the surface spontaneously devel-

ops nanometre-scale faceted features over its entire area.

Nucleation may be accompanied by a pre-roughening, but

the entire surface ultimately develops facets. Such behavior is

widely observed for surfaces of W, Mo, Re, Ir, Pt, Cu,

etc.8,9,18,42,43,46,57,58 In contrast, heterogeneous nucleation

means that facets form in coexistence with large planar

regions, and there appear to be specific sites where facet

nucleation occurs. For instance, in the case of the oxygen-

induced faceting of NiAl, relatively large pyramids (4100 nm)

are separated by hundreds of nm, and may be associated with

the nucleation of oxide structures at specific sites. Faceting on

a-Al2O3(10�10) also starts with the nucleation and growth of

individual isolated facets.59

3.B Adsorbate-induced faceting: structural aspects

There is extensive literature that describes how the faceting of

initially planar surfaces is facilitated by the adsorption of gases

and metallic MLs that enhance the anisotropy of the surface

free energy.18 Except for our recent studies of faceting in

bimetallic systems,8,9,16,60–63 there have been relatively

few other reports of faceting induced by metals-on-

metals.19,48,64–66 However, there are many papers on the

faceting of metals induced by gaseous impurities or other

non-metallic impurities, as well as on the faceting of semicon-

ductors under a variety of conditions. Surfaces for which
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adsorbate-induced faceting has been observed include

nanoscale supported catalysts,5,65,67 vicinal Cu surfaces,68–70

O/Ir(210),42 O and Cl/W(111) and O/Mo(111),19,49,71–75

O/Re(12�31),43 O/Re(11�21),36 N/Re(11�21),36 N/Fe(111),76

Au-covered vicinal Si,77 Cl/Ag(111),78 O/Pt(210),57,79

O/Rh(210),80,81 O/NiAl(111)82 and CO and O/Pt(110)83 at

high pressure, activated nitrogen on Cu(210) and Ni(210),84,85

and even CO/Ni(110) at high pressure and temperature.86

Fluctuations and bistabilities reported for the various catalyst

nanoparticles87 may also be associated with dynamic surface

restructuring in the presence of reactant gases. In the present

review, we will focus on a few illustrative examples from our

own work to illustrate the range of faceting phenomena.

3.B.a The oxygen-induced faceting of metals. While many

specific adsorbate/substrate combinations may lead to sub-

strate faceting, oxygen is the adsorbate most likely to cause the

faceting of metals and semiconductors; moreover, the surfaces

of bulk oxides often develop facets upon annealing. An

increasing complexity is observed in the morphology of

faceted surfaces in going from Ir and Rh, through W and

Re, to a NiAl alloy surface: a complexity that apparently

scales with the heat of oxide formation. In the following

paragraphs, we will discuss examples of oxygen-induced

faceting and show how theory can contribute to the under-

standing of the observations.

The oxygen-induced faceting of Ir, Rh and Pt. The three

metals Ir, Pt and Rh all form reducible oxides with relatively

low heats of formation. Their O-covered surfaces can be

reduced by H2 or CO, and all have surfaces that have been

found to facet. For example, oxygen is found to chemisorb

dissociatively onto Ir(210) at room temperature. When atom-

ically-rough Ir(210) is covered with more than a 0.5 ML of

oxygen and annealed, pyramidal facets develop on the initially

planar surface.42,88 When annealed to 600 K, the O-covered

Ir(210) surface forms faceted (triangular pyramidal) structures

with {311} and (110) faces; the surface remains faceted for

substrate temperatures, T, below 850 K (see Fig. 3). If T

reaches approximately 850 K, the substrate structure reverts to

the O-covered (210) planar state and does so reversibly,

provided that oxygen is not lost due to desorption or via

chemical reactions, upon which the planar (210) structure

remains.

The facet size increases with annealing temperature and

upon varying the annealing conditions. STM data show that

facets having mean sizes ranging from 5 to 14 nm can be

generated. In separate LEEM studies, facet sizes to a max-

imum of B25 nm are observed.45 The LEEM data also

demonstrate that facets nucleate and grow uniformly over

the entire surface, without evidence for ‘‘patches’’ of facets

coexisting with planar regions, as seen for the Pt/W(111)

system.44 LEEM offers a unique microscopic view of the

faceted surface, with a lateral resolution (B7 nm) that permits

the observation of growth dynamics.

The O-covered {311} facets are smooth and unrecon-

structed, while the larger (110) facets consist of unrecon-

structed terraces and restructured areas that exhibit a

complex superstructure on an atomic scale (Fig. 3). The

superstructure is proposed to be a ‘‘stepped double missing

row’’ (110) surface or a reconstructed (320) surface.

In recent experiments, the oxygen-induced faceting of

Rh(210) has also been observed.81 O-covered Rh(210) under-

goes a massive reconstruction to form three-sided nanoscale

pyramids characterized by two {731} facets and a (n � 1)

reconstructed (110) facet. The results agree with LEED studies

by Tucker,80 which were among the first reports of faceting

ever published. Voss and Kruse89 have reported the O-induced

faceting of Rh field emission tips. It is interesting to note the

contrast between the faceting of Ir(210) and Rh(210) with

Pt(210). For both Ir(210) and Rh(210), the faceted structures

are three-sided pyramids, while on Pt(210), long ridges, con-

sisting of sides with (110) and (310) facets, are reported by Ertl

and colleagues;57 subtle differences between the free energies of

the O-covered surfaces must be at play.

In addition, as indicated schematically in Fig. 4, oxygen can

be removed from the faceted Ir(210) and Rh(210) surfaces

while preserving (‘‘freezing’’) the faceted structure through the

use of low temperature chemical cleaning methods (CO

Fig. 3 (a) The surface structure of Ir(210). (b) STM derivative image

(100 nm � 100 nm) of O-covered faceted Ir(210) prepared by flashing

Ir(210) in O2 (5 � 10�8 Torr) to T4 1700 K and subsequent cooling it

in O2 to 300 K. Following a flash annealing in O2, facets form as the

crystal cools below B1150 K. Reprinted with permission from

ref. 46. Copyright (2005) American Chemical Society. (c) STM scan

(24 � 24 nm) of one pyramid of O-covered faceted Ir(210), showing

the superstructure on the (110) facet. Reprinted from ref. 122 with

permission from the author and ProQuest LLC.

Fig. 4 Schematic of the process used to prepare a clean faceted

surface. When adsorbed, the O2 is removed from faceted Ir and Rh by

a reaction at low T (o500 K); the clean facets remain ‘‘frozen’’.

2314 | Chem. Soc. Rev., 2008, 37, 2310–2327 This journal is �c The Royal Society of Chemistry 2008



oxidation, or reaction of H2 to form H2O).42,47 The resulting

clean faceted surfaces remain stable while T o 600 K.

For temperatures above this value, the clean surface

irreversibly relaxes to the planar state. Below, in section 3.C,

the use of clean faceted Ir in studies of surface chemistry is

presented.

Theoretical studies on the oxygen-induced faceting of

Ir(210). In order to evaluate the stability of planar and faceted

Ir(210), eqn (3) of section 2.B can be used, where the surface

free energy of each face is given by eqn (4), assuming that the

main temperature and pressure dependence is dominated by

the oxygen chemical potential (eqn (5)). Since this approach is

based on the Herring condition, in which contributions from

step-edges, kinks and surface stress or strain are considered to

be small, one can separately calculate the adsorption of oxygen

on all surface orientations involved in the faceting; these being

Ir(210), Ir(311) and Ir(110). Besides regular Ir(110), this also

includes the ‘‘stepped double-missing-row’’ superstructure

that had been observed on the (110) faces of the nanopyramids

following annealing at higher temperatures.88

On the basis of density functional theory calculations for the

different clean and O-covered surfaces,90 described in detail in

ref. 30, the full phase diagram for surface faceting shown in

Fig. 5 could be generated. There, we can distinguish between

clean and O-covered surfaces of (i) planar Ir(210), (ii) nano-

pyramids with (311)-, (31�1)- and (110)-regular faces, and (iii)

nanopyramids with (311)-, (31�1)- and (110)-superstructure

faces. Furthermore, the chemical potential was converted to

a temperature scale for pO2
= 5 � 10�11 atm, since most facet

formation experiments have been conducted under this

pressure.

The surface phase diagram shows that at this pressure and

for temperatures above 1130 K, no oxygen is adsorbed on the

surface. Although, for the clean surfaces, the calculations

reveal a slightly higher stability of the facets compared to

planar Ir(210), the difference of only 3 meV Å�2 is within

calculation error. Furthermore, contributions from step-edges

and kinks, which had been omitted, destabilize the facets,

finally leading to the conclusion that at higher temperatures,

the surface should be clean planar Ir(210). This is also in

agreement with the experimental observation of a phase

transition from clean faceted Ir(210) to clean planar Ir(210)

at temperatures above E600 K.42

Below 1130 K, the phase diagram indicates that the adsorp-

tion of oxygen takes place, causing the formation or stabiliza-

tion of the nanofaceted surface. This temperature is in good

agreement with the experimental value ofB1150 K,46 showing

that by combining experiment and theory, a deeper insight

into surface faceting can be obtained. While facets formed at

higher temperatures consist of (311)-, (31�1)- and (110)-super-

structure faces, the (110)-superstructure appears to be replaced

by regular unreconstructed (110) for facets formed at lower

temperatures, leading to (311)/(31�1)/(110)-regular facets.

Reducing the temperature leads to an increased oxygen cover-

age on the different facet faces, but does not modify the

structure any further until IrO2 bulk oxide appears as a stable

phase below T = 575 K. Note that in each temperature range

(or chemical potential), the curve with the lowest value of

g corresponds to the predicted stable structure.

Interestingly, the presence of the (110)-superstructure face

at temperatures of 1130 K 4 T 4 1000 K is rather remark-

able. On a planar Ir(110) surface, this superstructure is always

less favorable than regular (110),91 but this is different for the

faceted Ir(210) surface. There, the superstructure forms on the

(110)-side of the nanopyramids at higher temperatures, which

is a consequence of the non-linear dependency of the surface

free energy on the tilt angle (see the prefactors on the left side

of eqn (3)) and the fact that the (110) faces of the nanopyr-

amids are already tilted with respect to the (210) substrate.

The oxygen-induced faceting of Re: a comparison with nitro-

gen-induced faceting. To complement our studies on the facet-

ing of atomically-rough fcc surfaces, we have characterized the

faceting of two atomically-rough hcp Re surfaces having

(12�31) and (11�21) orientations (Fig. 6). For Re, a hcp metal,

little is known about its faceting behavior, although it is an

important component of many catalysts.92–94 Re has a higher

heat of oxide formation than Ir, Rh or Pt, and the faceting is

considerably more complicated. We observed a complex

Fig. 5 Surface phase diagram for the faceting of planar Ir(210),

showing the surface free energy, g, as function of the oxygen chemical

potential, referenced as DmO ¼ mgasO � 1
2E

tot
O2

. It combines clean and

oxygen covered planar Ir(210), as well as two types of three-sided

nanopyramids: (311)/(31�1)/(110)- and (311)/(31�1)/(110)-superstruc-

tures. The models below the phase diagram show the surface morphol-

ogies in the oxygen chemical potential ranges indicated. The oxygen

coverages for the different faces of the nanopyramids given for each

model are defined such that 1 ML is always one oxygen atom per

(1 � 1) unit cell of the corresponding surface orientation (i.e., a

geometric monolayer). For comparison with experiment, the oxygen

chemical potential scale has been converted to a temperature scale (given

above the phase diagram) for pO2
= 5 � 10�11 atm. Reprinted with

permission from ref. 30. Copyright (2008) American Chemical Society.
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morphological evolution of faceting on Re(12�31) when the

surface was covered by oxygen at 300 K and annealed at

T 4 700 K. Depending on the oxygen coverage and annealing

temperature, no fewer than five distinct facets with different

orientations appeared!37,43 As shown in Fig. 6, the Re(12�31)

surface was atomically-rough with six layers of atoms exposed.

It also has a relatively high surface free energy and a high

probability of forming facets when covered by certain adsor-

bates and then annealed.

The morphology of the faceted surface depends on the

initial oxygen coverage on Re(12�31), and the evolution of

facets is related to the change of surface energy anisotropy due

to the adsorption of oxygen. When oxygen coverage, y, is

between 0.7 and 0.9 ML, long ridges formed by (01�10) and

(11�21) faces emerge on Re(12�31) upon annealing.43 A LEED

experiment that illustrates the ridge-like structures is shown in

Fig. 7;43 a corresponding STM image is also shown. For

0.9 ML o y o 1 ML, the ridges become truncated by a third

face, (10�10), which has the same surface structure as (01�10) but

a higher tilt angle with respect to (12�31).43 When Re(12�31) is

fully covered by oxygen (y = 1 ML), a fourth face (01�11) also

emerges upon annealing (Fig. 8).43 The spatial relationship

between Re(12�31) and all the observed facets is shown in the

stereographic projection plot of the hcp lattice in Fig. 6

(above). It is not surprising that (01�10), (10�10) and (01�11)

appear as faces because they all have rather smooth surfaces

and thus low surface free energies. No further changes in

morphology are observed after larger doses of oxygen at

300 K, followed by annealing.

In contrast to the behavior observed at room temperature,43

the (11�21) face completely disappeared and the new (10�11) face

emerged, together with the other three faces, when Re(12�31)

was exposed to 4120 Langmuir (L, 1 L = 10�6 Torr s = 1.33

� 10�4 Pa s) of oxygen between 800 and 1000 K.37 The

disappearance of the metastable (11�21) face and the appear-

ance of this (10�11) face is correlated with the formation of

oxidized Re, Re2O3, as revealed by HRSXPS studies.

We also chose to study the metastable Re(11�21) crystal

surface. As described above, Re(11�21) is morphologically

unstable after annealing high coverages of O onto faceted

Re(12�31). For initially planar Re(11�21), the adsorption of

oxygen at room temperature, followed by annealing at

elevated temperatures, caused the surface to become partially

faceted with (01�10) and (10�10) faces, forming zigzag chains

(Fig. 9).36 Under oxidation conditions, i.e. dosing a large

amount of oxygen at high temperatures (900–1000 K), the

(11�21) surface was completely covered by four-sided nanoscale

pyramidal structures, whose facets were identified as (01�10),

Fig. 7 An example of the use of LEED for facet identification. LEED

patterns of a faceted O/Re(12�31) surface formed by dosing 3 Langmuir

(L, 1 L = 10�6 Torr s = 1.33 � 10�4 Pa s) O2 (0.9 ML O) at 300 K

followed by annealing at 900 K. (a) Ee = 70 eV. (b) Ee varies from

40 to 146 eV. The circles in (a) and (b) indicate specular beams from

the facets. (c) The kinematic simulation of (a). Reprinted with

permission from ref. 43. Copyright (2006) by the American Physical

Society (URL: http://link.aps.org/abstract/PRB/v74/e205426). (d)

STM image (150 � 150 nm) of a faceted O/Re(12�31) surface prepared

by flashing in O2 (1 � 10�7 Torr).36 (e) A schematic model of the

faceted surface.

Fig. 8 STM image (50 � 50 nm) of the faceted Re(12�31) surface

prepared by dosing 10 L O2 at 300 K and annealing at 900 K.36 The

facets exposed include (11�21), (01�10), (01�11) and (10�10).

Fig. 6 The surface structures (bulk truncated) of ideal hcp Re(12�31)

and Re(11�21), and a stereographic projection of the hcp lattice on the

(11�20) plane.
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(10�10), (01�11) and (10�11).36 In contrast, after exposure to

ammonia at 700 K, the Re(11�21) surface exhibited a (1�2)
reconstruction and remained planar (ammonia dissociates on

Re, and only N remains on the surface at T4 600 K).36 Upon

exposure to ammonia at 900 K, the Re(11�21) surface became

completely faceted, forming two-sided ridge-like structures

(Fig. 10);36 the orientations of the ridge sides were (13�42)

and (31�42), which were different from any of the facets found

in the oxygen-induced faceting of Re(12�31) and Re(11�21).

Our work with Re demonstrates the complexity of surface

morphology in the adsorbate-induced faceting of hcp metal

surfaces and has important implications for Re-based catalysts

that operate under oxygen-rich or nitrogen-rich conditions,

the structure of the catalysts often affecting their performance.

Moreover, it is possible to tailor the surface morphology by

choosing the appropriate adsorbate, adsorbate coverage and

annealing conditions, which in turn provides different but

related model systems to study structural sensitivity in

catalytic reactions as well as potential templates to grow

nanostructures.

Theoretical studies on the N-induced faceting of Re(11�21).

Similar to the oxygen-induced faceting of Ir(210), where the

theoretically obtained phase diagram showed that, under

certain coverage and environmental conditions, nanofacets

become thermodynamically stable (see section 3.B.a and

Fig. 5), in the case of Re(11�21), equivalent studies confirmed

the experimental observation that by properly choosing the

adsorbate and heat treatment, different nanofacets could be

generated.95 Fig. 11 shows the corresponding phase diagram

for Re(11�21) in contact with a nitrogen atmosphere. This

phase diagram was generated on the basis of density

functional theory calculations for different clean and adsor-

bate-covered surfaces involved in faceting and observed

experimentally.96 These included planar Re(11�21) as the initial

substrate, and Re(13�42)/Re(31�42) facets that were observed to

form two-sided ridges after nitrogen adsorption (cf. STM

image in Fig. 10). Note that N was deposited on Re(11�21)

using gaseous NH3 in the experiments of Fig. 10,36 whereas the

phase diagram of Fig. 11 is based on the adsorption of

nitrogen from N2. However, it occurs that nitrogen atoms

that are adsorbed on Re(11�21) recombine to N2 upon

desorption, so we could assume that the system was in

Fig. 10 STM image (100 � 100 nm) of the faceted Re(11�21) surface,

prepared by exposing to ammonia at 900 K.36 The ridges have {13�42}

orientations.

Fig. 11 Surface phase diagram for the nitrogen-induced faceting of

planar Re(11�21),95 showing the surface free energy as a function of the

nitrogen chemical potential, referenced as DmN ¼ mgasN � 1
2E

tot
N2
. The

models below the phase diagram sketch the surface morphologies in

the nitrogen chemical potential ranges indicated below the phase

diagram. Nitrogen coverages given with each model (below) are again

in geometrical MLs, i.e. 1 ML is defined as one adsorbate atom per

(1 � 1) unit cell of the corresponding surface orientation. Since the

phase diagram is not valid for high nitrogen chemical potentials,

where formation of Re nitride is expected, this part is shaded. Dashed

lines correspond to planar N/Re(11�21) with different adsorbate

coverages. For comparison with experiment, the DmN scale has been

converted to temperatures (given above the phase diagram) for

pN2
= 5 � 10�10 atm.

Fig. 9 STM image (100 � 100 nm) of the partially faceted Re(11�21)

surface, prepared by dosing 10 L O2 at 300 K and annealing at

1000 K.36
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thermodynamic equilibrium with N2; thus the nitrogen che-

mical potential remains unchanged in Fig. 11.

The N/Re(11�21) phase diagram (Fig. 11) shows that, at

nitrogen partial pressures of pN2
= 5 � 10�10 atm and above

approximately 1080 K, no nitrogen is adsorbed onto the

surface, leading to clean planar Re(11�21) as the stable surface

morphology. Below this temperature, nitrogen adsorption

occurs, which immediately causes facet formation. The

nanofacets that become stabilized are two-sided ridges com-

bining nitrogen-covered Re(13�42) and Re(31�42) faces. Inter-

estingly, even considering the uncertainties of the method and

the phase diagram (see section 2.B), the nanofaceted surface

thus formed is significantly more stable than the planar

nitrogen-covered Re(11�21) surface (see dashed lines in

Fig. 11). Lowering the temperature only increases the nitrogen

coverage on the ridges, but does not modify the surface

morphology any further. Both conclusions are in agreement

with experiment.

A phase diagram has been obtained for the oxygen-induced

faceting of Re(11�21) and shows considerable variety in possi-

ble surface morphologies due to energetically-close phases.

The details of the O/Re(11�21) phase diagram will be described

in forthcoming papers.95,97

The oxygen-induced faceting of tungsten. Many years ago, in

LEED studies by Taylor,98 and by Tracy and Blakely,73,74 it

was recognized that oxygen induces the faceting of tungsten

surfaces. In particular, the initial faceting of W(111) was

characterized by the growth of {112} facets. Fig. 12(a) shows

an STM image of the three-sided pyramids, with symmetric

{112} facets, that formed after heating W(111) exposed to a

low dose of oxygen (0.5 L O2).
49 To illustrate the effects of the

oxidation of the O/W system, the image in Fig. 12(b) corres-

ponds to W(111) after heating in oxygen at 1200 K, followed

by annealing at 1375 K.99 It appears that annealing under

conditions where tungsten oxides form leads to a greatly

increased complexity on the nanofaceted surface,99 similar to

the case of Re described above.

Oxygen-induced faceting on NiAl(111). Alumina is one of

the most frequently used oxide supports for transition metals

in heterogeneous catalysis. Our research is focused on the

O-induced faceting of NiAl(111) and is motivated by the

possibility that an alumina thin film-covered faceted NiAl

surface may be an interesting substrate for model studies of

alumina-supported metal catalysts.

The atomically-rough NiAl(111) surface remained planar at

room temperature when exposed to oxygen. However, the

O-covered surface changed its morphology and became par-

tially faceted upon annealing at Z 1100 K. Nucleation and

growth of nanoscale pyramids with {110} facets were observed

at spatially-separated locations. The facets coexisted with

planar O-covered NiAl(111)100 (see Fig. 13(a)). The adsorp-

tion and reaction of oxygen on NiAl(111) were characterized

by the HRSXPS measurements of Al 2p and Ni 3p core levels

for the faceted and planar surfaces.

Fig. 12 (a) STM image (50 � 50 nm) of O-covered faceted W(111)

prepared by exposure to 0.5 L O2 at 300 K, followed by annealing at

1075 K for 3 min. Reprinted from ref. 49 with permission from

Elsevier. (b) STM derivative image (20 � 20 nm) of O/W(111)

prepared by heating with 60 L O2 at 1200 K, followed by annealing

at 1375 K. Reprinted from ref. 99 with permission from the author and

ProQuest LLC.

Fig. 13 (a) SEM image of O/NiAl(111) after oxidation at 300 K and

further annealing at 1100 K. Reprinted from ref. 100 with permission

from the author. (b) AFM image of features on NiAl(111) after

repeated exposure to O2 and annealing. In-plane, each feature extends

several micrometres and is 250–400 nm high. Reprinted from ref. 82

with permission from Elsevier.
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Moreover, after prolonged exposure to oxygen, followed by

annealing at elevated temperatures, unusual 3-D features

exhibiting three-fold symmetry erupted from the surface and

were oriented along low index o0104 directions (see

Fig. 13(b)), their dimensions being several micrometres in

length and 250 to 400 nm in height. An SEM X-ray mapping

study indicated that these were spinel (NiAl2O4) structures.
82

Loginova et al.53 characterized the features at the Elettra

synchrotron in Italy, using their unique micro-XPS system

(SPEM) to study the surface composition of the features in

Fig. 13(b) with a 200 nm lateral resolution. The results were

consistent, identifying the features as NiAl2O4 spinel. A

proposed qualitative model of spinel formation is as follows.

After oxidation of the surface, oxygen diffuses below it upon

annealing. Aluminium oxide may nucleate together with

Ni-rich regions in the bulk, the subsurface nucleation of

NiAl2O4 spinel taking place at the Al2O3/Ni interface. After

repeated cycles of oxidation and annealing, the spinel clusters

grow and, upon reaching a critical size, their lattice strain is

relieved by eruption of the spinel structures above the surface.

These results may have interesting implications for another

catalytic system, where aluminium oxide is combined with

high area Fe in ammonia synthesis catalysts. The oxidized

aluminium acts as a ‘‘structural promoter’’ to inhibit sintering

of the Fe catalyst particles. Whether a Fe–Al spinel forms

under catalytic conditions will be a subject of a future

investigation.

3.B.b Faceting induced by metals; other adsorbates. Many

faceting studies of bimetallic systems have been summarized in

review articles.8,9,16 The motivation for these studies is the

thermal stability of bimetallic catalysts. In brief, morphologi-

cally-unstable W(111) and Mo(111) coated with a single

physical ML of certain metals (Ru, Pd, Rh, Ir, Pt or Au)

undergo massive reconstruction from a planar morphology to

a microscopically faceted surface upon heating to T 4 700 K.

Annealing is needed to achieve sufficient surface atom mobility

for mass transport. Three-sided nanometre-sized pyramids

form, in which the facet sides are mainly film-covered {112}

faces with pseudomorphic overlayers. Note that a critical

coverage, 1 physical ML, is needed to induce faceting by

metals (NB: 1 physical ML on W(111) = 3 geometrical MLs

= 1.7 � 1015 atoms cm�2. This coverage is needed to

completely cover all exposed W atoms on the atomically-

rough bcc (111) surfaces).

For most systems studied (Rh, Pd, Ir, Pt and Au on W(111)

and W(112)),50,101,102 a single physical ML (1 ML) of over-

layer metal is thermally stable, and ‘‘floats’’ on the outer

surface without significant alloy formation for all tempera-

tures up to the onset of desorption. For all systems, except

Au/W, multilayer films form alloys upon annealing. Invari-

ably, W atoms from the substrate diffuse into the overlayer

film, rather than vice versa. In certain cases (Pt/W, Ir/W),

evidence for alloy formation in multilayer films is seen from

SXPS measurements of sharp 4f levels of both the overlayer

and substrate. In general, the alloying behavior of the bime-

tallic systems is consistent with the known bulk phase dia-

grams (e.g., Pt is not soluble in W, but W is soluble in Pt to a

maximum of B60% W).

Che et al. performed first principles DFT calculations to

provide a rationale for the metal-induced faceting of W(111)

and Mo(111) in terms of the homogeneous nucleation and

growth of facets, driven by the minimization of surface free

energy.26,29 It has been seen experimentally9,16 that metals

having the highest heats of adsorption (e.g., Pt and Pd) and

the highest W-4f interfacial binding energies are those that

cause faceting.103 This is consistent with theory, which indi-

cates that a higher heat of adsorption provides both a strong

thermodynamic driving force for faceting and a lowered

kinetic barrier to faceting.26,29 An early attempt to correlate

faceting with the electronegativity of the overlayer provided a

useful guide,9 but was not supported by theory. A few

examples of metal-induced faceting are discussed in more

detail in the following paragraphs.

Nucleation and growth during the faceting of a platinum-

covered W(111) surface. A combination of powerful micro-

scopic methods, including STM, LEEM and GISAXS, have

provided new insights into the mechanism of the metal film-

induced faceting of bcc (111) surfaces.44,104 An STM image of

fully-faceted Pt/W(111) is shown in Fig. 14.44 The Pt coverage

is B1.1 physical ML, and the surface has been annealed to

1100 K.

LEEM can distinguish between planar and faceted surfaces,

based on the different diffraction characteristics of low energy

electrons on surfaces with different morphologies, with up to

B70 Å lateral resolution. When Pt is dosed from a thermal

evaporation source onto the heated surface (B1050 K), the

transition from a planar structure to a faceted structure

proceeds through the nucleation and growth of spatially

separated faceted regions, as shown by LEEM (Fig. 15). The

surface remains planar for Pt coverages of less than two-thirds

physical ML (1 ML = 1.7 � 1015 atoms cm�2). As the Pt

coverage increases above 2
3 ML on the heated W surface, local

islands of Pt, with a coverage of 1 ML, are able to nucleate,

and it is there that facets form. When the entire surface is

covered by 1 ML, the surface is fully faceted. The STM data of

Pelhos et al.44 confirm the LEEM observations that a partially

Fig. 14 STM image (200 � 200 nm) of a fully faceted W(111) surface

prepared by depositing B1.1 physical ML Pt and annealed at 1200 K

for 1 min. Reproduced with permission from ref. 44 (Copyright 1999,

World Scientific).
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faceted surface is a combination of large planar regions with

scattered faceted regions. LEEM and STM prove to be

excellent complementary microscopic techniques in the study

of faceting.

Additional insights into the Pt-induced faceting of W(111)

are provided by the recent X-ray scattering studies of

Revenant et al.54 The use of X-rays enables the faceting to

be characterized in situ, averaged over the whole surface in an

ultra-high vacuum (UHV) and in a non destructive way, from

very small to very large three-sided pyramids. Morphological

and structural features are derived in a combined way from

grazing incidence X-ray scattering at small and large emer-

gence angles. Grazing incidence X-ray diffraction (GIXD)

probes the order at the atomic scale, while grazing incidence

small angle X-ray scattering (GISAXS) probes the morpho-

logy and spatial distribution of nanometre-sized objects.

Compared to direct imaging techniques, GISAXS offers a

high statistical relevance, due to the average over the beam

footprint. GISAXS measurements, made as a function of

the azimuthal angle O (see Fig. 16), unambiguously reveal

the three-fold symmetry of the faceting. The data of Fig. 16

were measured at three different values of O (0, +30 and

�30 degrees). The scattering patterns changed systematically

with O, as also verified in the simulations of Fig. 16.

The faceting of Pd/W(111). Fig. 17 shows an atomic

resolution image of faceted structures in the Pd/W(111) sys-

tem. For a Pd coverage of B1.5 ML, annealing at 1075 K

transforms the surface into a completely faceted condition.

The most remarkable features in this image by Nien and

Madey105 are the atomic row-and-trough structures on indi-

vidual facets, consistent with their {211} orientation, identified

by LEED. The blurred features are identified as disordered Pd

overlayers, with local Pd coverage 41 ML. The existence of a

physical ML of Pd, which covers the W(111) surface without

alloy formation in the temperature range of facet formation,

was verified using both low energy ion scattering (LEIS)106

and soft X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (SXPS).50

3.C Surface chemistry over faceted substrates

Faceted surfaces provide an opportunity to search for nanos-

cale effects in surface reactions, and to characterize structure-

sensitive reactions, i.e., reactions whose rates depend on

the local atomic structure of the substrate. Since facets

can be grown and destroyed reversibly and facet sizes depend

on the annealing temperature, one crystalline sample can be

used to prepare multiple substrates, either planar or faceted,

with different size distributions. Evidence of structure sensi-

tivity has been seen in n-butane hydrogenolysis on planar and

faceted Pt/W(111) surfaces,63 acetylene reactions over

bimetallic Pd/W surfaces58 and methanol reactions over

O-modified Re surfaces.52

Fig. 16 2-D GISAXS intensity for a faceted Pt/W(211) sample

annealed at 1340 K and measured at different azimuth angles.

(a)–(c) Experimental GISAXS patterns and (d)–(f) their respective

simulated GISAXS patterns. The intensity scale (counts pixel�1) is

logarithmic. Reprinted from ref. 54 with permission from Elsevier.

Fig. 17 Atomic resolution STM image (10 � 10 nm) of Pd-covered

faceted W(111), prepared by depositingB1.2 ML Pd and annealing at

1075 K. Reprinted from ref. 105 with permission from Elsevier.

Fig. 15 Bright field LEEM images of the nucleation and growth of

faceted regions on Pt/W(111) at a constant temperature (B1050 K)

and Pt flux. The dosing times are 63, 69, 75, 81, 87 and 93 min for

images (a)–(f), respectively; B90 min corresponds to the deposition of

1 physical ML (1.7� 1015 atom cm�2). The field of view isB5 mm and

the incident electron energy is 5.5 eV. Reprinted from ref. 104 with

permission from Elsevier.
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Studies of planar and faceted Ir surfaces have proven

especially fruitful. As discussed above, annealing O-covered

Ir(210) generates nanoscale pyramids with {311} and (110)

facet orientations (see Fig. 3(b)). The average pyramid sizes,

5 to 14 nm, are controlled by the annealing temperature. As

illustrated schematically in Fig. 4, oxygen can be completely

removed at low T (by exposing to H2 at 400 K to form H2O),

thus creating a clean faceted surface that is stable up to 600 K.

Faceted Ir is a template for studies of many surface reactions

whose rates are sensitive to atomic structure and/or nanoscale

(facet) size. These include the decomposition of H2 and NH3,
46

CO oxidation,35 the decomposition of acetylene47 and NO

decomposition,107 as well as other reactions with implications

for catalysis. Selected results for the surface chemistry of these

model nanoscale catalysts are discussed below.

H2 and NH3 decomposition on Ir. The adsorption and

decomposition of hydrogen (H2) and ammonia (NH3) on clean

planar Ir(210) and clean nanoscale-faceted Ir(210) have been

characterized using TPD (see Fig. 18 and Fig. 19).46 Evidence

has been seen for structure sensitivity in the recombination

and desorption of H2, and in the thermal decomposition of

NH3 on clean planar Ir(210) vs. clean faceted Ir(210).46 In

Fig. 18, the H2 peak at 360 K, A, is attributed to H2 desorption

from the (110) faces and the H2 peak at 440 K, B, to the {311}

faces of faceted Ir(210).46 As seen in Fig. 19, both Ir surfaces

are highly active toward NH3 decomposition, and the nitrogen

(N2) desorption peak temperature (B500 K) is much lower

compared to that of other transition metals, suggesting that

self-poisoning by N is less of a problem on Ir than on other

metal surfaces. Moreover, the decomposition kinetics of NH3

on faceted Ir(210) exhibit size effects on the nanometre-scale,

as evidenced by the changes in the H2 spectra profiles and the

N2 desorption peak temperature (see Fig. 19).46 This is the first

observation of size effects in surface chemistry on an unsup-

ported monometallic catalyst with a well-defined structure and

a controlled size. Our data indicate that iridium is a promising

catalyst component for the COx-free production of H2 for fuel

cell applications. Faceted Ir(210) is an excellent model nano-

catalyst for exploring size effects in surface chemistry.

CO oxidation on Ir. In model studies of CO oxidation on

O-covered Ir surfaces, we have found evidence for structure

sensitivity in CO oxidation on planar vs. faceted Ir(210).35 As

shown in Fig. 20, the onset CO2 desorption temperature is

100 K lower on planar Ir(210) than it is on faceted Ir(210) at

low oxygen coverage (r0.3 ML O), while the temperature for

complete CO2 desorption is 50 K lower on planar Ir(210) than

it is on faceted Ir(210) at both low and high oxygen coverages.

This indicates that planar Ir(210) is more active than faceted

Ir(210) for CO oxidation. Our DFT calculations have revealed

that there is a low barrier for 1-D diffusion of O on planar

Ir(210) at low oxygen coverage. This unusual 1-D oxygen

diffusion may be the key to the higher reactivity of planar

Ir(210) for CO oxidation.108

NO decomposition on Ir. Both clean planar Ir(210) and clean

faceted Ir(210) surfaces are very active for NO decomposition,

with a high selectivity to N2.
107 There is clear evidence for

structure sensitivity in NO decomposition on planar vs. fa-

ceted Ir(210).107 In particular, no formation of N2O or NO2

are observed from faceted Ir(210), while traces of N2O are

formed on planar Ir(210).107 Moreover, when planar and

faceted Ir(210) are pre-covered with up to 0.5 ML O, they

Fig. 19 Top: STM images (100 � 100 nm) of O-covered faceted

Ir(210), with different average facet sizes ranging from 5 to 14 nm.

Reprinted from ref. 122 with permission from the author and Pro-

Quest LLC. Bottom: TPD spectra of H2 and N2 from clean planar

Ir(210) and clean faceted Ir(210) with different facet sizes, following

adsorption of 5.0 L of NH3 at 300 K. Reprinted with permission from

ref. 46. Copyright (2005) American Chemical Society.

Fig. 18 TPD spectra of H2 from clean planar Ir(210) and clean

faceted Ir(210) (with an average facet size of 14 nm) following

adsorption at 300 K. The sample heating rate is B5 K s�1. Coverages

are expressed as a fraction of the saturation coverage at 300 K.

Reprinted with permission from ref. 46. Copyright (2005) American

Chemical Society.

Fig. 20 TPD spectra of CO2 following the adsorption of CO on

O-covered planar and faceted Ir(210), with an average facet size of

14 nm. Reprinted with permission from ref. 35. Copyright (2006)

American Chemical Society.
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continue to exhibit an unexpectedly high reactivity for NO

decomposition.107 For higher O coverages (0.7 ML O), faceted

Ir(210) is much more active than planar Ir(210) for NO

decomposition, as shown in Fig. 21,107 indicating a strong

structure sensitivity in NO decomposition. The reactivity of

planar and faceted Ir(210), especially the high reactivity of

faceted Ir(210) for NO decomposition in the presence of high

oxygen pre-coverage, are surprising findings, which may be of

importance for the development of Ir-based catalysts for NO

decomposition in current diesel and lean-burn engines, which

operate under high oxygen concentrations that poison most

Pt-based catalysts.

Concluding this section, we note that it is not possible to

remove ambiguities completely in complex catalytic studies

over faceted single-crystal surfaces. However, we suggest that

this approach is an important step in trying to determine

structure/reactivity relationships in metallic systems. One can

take advantage of the morphological instability of atomically-

rough transition metal substrates to create novel metallic

catalyst surfaces. It is important to determine whether or not

there are substantial differences in the selectivity and activity

of the different surfaces before one can address in detail the

atomistic mechanisms.

3.D Faceting of semiconductors and oxides

While adsorbed layers are required to cause substantial facet-

ing of clean planar metal surfaces, there are many examples in

which faceting of atomically clean semiconductor and oxide

surfaces are observed. In these cases, there is sufficient aniso-

tropy in surface free energy that unstable surfaces in certain

crystallographic directions spontaneously reconstruct to form

faceted structures upon annealing.

Faceting of Si, Ge and GaAs. Williams and Bartelt109 used

statistical mechanical models to describe their experimental

observation of the faceting of stepped (vicinal) Si surfaces.

They observed that profound changes in surface morphology

occurred when steps coalesced to form facets. That is, step-

bunching upon annealing vicinal surfaces lead to the growth of

both terraces and multi-atom-high faceted steps (see

Fig. 22).109 Step-bunching has also been reported for vicinal

GaAs (100) surfaces (see ref. 20 and citations therein).

Gai et al.110,111 have carried out extensive studies on the

thermal stability of Si and Ge surfaces. They concluded for

Ge that there are 14 stable surfaces and that all other surfaces

are unstable. Upon annealing to a sufficiently high tempera-

ture, all other surfaces developed facets of one or more of the

14 stable surfaces. Moreover, seven of the fourteen were major

stable surfaces (MAJOR), while the rest were minor stable

surfaces (MINOR). The distinction between MAJOR and

MINOR is that the unit cell of any MINOR surface is faceted

to the nanofacets of one or more MAJOR. Similar behavior

was observed for surfaces of Si. Fig. 23 shows unit stereo-

graphic triangles of Ge and Si, indicating the stable MAJOR

and MINOR surfaces for each.110

Faceting of oxide surfaces. The stability of polar oxide

surfaces has been studied using electron microscopy by

Gajdardziska-Josifovska et al.112,113 They focused on surfaces

with the rock salt structure, MgO and NiO, and showed that

vacuum annealing lead to striking faceted reconstructions in

the polar (111) surfaces. Their careful work settled a long-term

controversy concerning the orientations of thermally-induced

facets on MgO(111).

We have already seen in Fig. 1 (above) that rutile TiO2

nanoparticles exhibit well-defined facets. The planar rutile

TiO2(100) surface has been reported to develop nanofacets

in the annealed (1 � 3) structure, but this is still a matter of

some controversy.114 However, recent studies of low-dimen-

sional reduced phases of ultrathin TiO2 films grown on

Ni(110) substrates show beautifully-developed facets with

dimensions B100 nm. The facets are interpreted as being a

consequence of crystallographic shearing of the reduced thin

films (see Fig. 24).115

3.E The use of faceted surfaces as nanotemplates for

preferential nucleation

An unusual aspect of faceted surfaces has begun to be

explored in recent years, i.e., the use of faceted substrates as

self-assembled nanotemplates for a variety of applications.

Fig. 22 Surface profiles of two silicon surfaces, each mis-oriented

from the (111) direction by 41, but along different azimuthal directions

(1, 2). A: Mis-orientation azimuth [�1�12] and B: mis-orientation

azimuth [11�2]. Data were compiled by ‘‘tiling’’ adjacent atomic

resolution STM scans to form a composite profile covering a cross

section 4000 Å wide. From ref. 109. Reprinted with permission from

AAAS.

Fig. 21 TPD spectra of N-containing species from planar and faceted

Ir(210), obtained by exposing them first to O2 and then to 15NO at

300 K. The average facet size of faceted Ir(210) is B14 nm.107
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These include the self-assembly of nanowires or other metallic

nanostructures, highly selective supported catalysts or masters

for making stamps used in the patterning of biosensors on

surfaces. Some representative examples are given below.

Faceted Re as a nanotemplate for metal particle growth. The

achievement of a high degree of selectivity in heterogeneous

catalysis continues to be a major scientific and technical

challenge. There is strong evidence that the geometrical and

electronic structure of nanometre-scale supported catalyst

particles play a major role in selectivity. One goal for faceted

nanotemplate surfaces is to identify substrates and processes

that may allow nucleation at specific sites of supported metal

catalysts, with narrow size distributions and regular spacings

on the nanometre-scale. The potential benefit is synthesis of

active model catalysts with high selectivity.

As a model system, O-covered nanofaceted Re(12�31) has

been used as a nanotemplate substrate for the growth of Co

particles in 1-D arrays from vapor deposited Co (see Fig. 7).

Co was chosen for its potential catalytic and magnetic appli-

cations, and the results could be compared with the Co/Pt/

W(111) system, where Co nanoclusters in a registry with Pt/W

pyramidal facets were observed.54 The initial results showed

Fig. 24 (a) Differentiated STM image of a crystallographically-

sheared TiO2 film (360 � 360 nm, 0.50 V, 4.82 nA). The arrows

indicate the principal azimuths of the TiO2(110) surface. Parts of four

facets are highlighted by different colors. (b) Schematic representation

of the facet arrangement in the lower part of the STM image, using

the same color coding as in (a). F1, F2, F3 and F4 correspond to

the (16 17 �1), (16 17 1), (17 16 1) and (17 16 �1) planes, respectively. The

arrows indicate intersections of the facets with each other, and with the

(110) plane. Reprinted with permission from ref. 115. Copyright

(2007) American Chemical Society.

Fig. 25 An STM image (350 � 350 nm) showing 1-D arrays of Co

clusters on a faceted O/Re(12�31) surface. The surface was prepared by

depositing 2 ML Co on an O-saturated faceted Re(12�31) surface at

300 K, followed by annealing at 800 K.36

Fig. 23 (a) Unit stereographic triangle of germanium, showing all

seven major stable surfaces (MAJOR, thick circles) and all seven

minor stable surfaces (MINOR, thin circles). (b) Unit stereographic

triangle for silicon, showing the MAJORs and MINORs found so far,

as well as the three unstable surfaces (dotted circles): (515), (516) and

(405). Reprinted with permission from ref. 110. Copyright (2001) by

the American Physical Society. URL: http://link.aps.org/abstract/

PRB/v64/e125201.
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great promise, as Co nanoparticles nucleated selectively in the

troughs (Fig. 25).36,116 No evidence was found for nucleation

outside the troughs, e.g. atop the ridges. This observation has

important implications for the preparation of model sup-

ported catalysts with a narrow size distribution, and is being

extended to other systems of greater catalytic interest.

Faceted Si as a nanotemplate. The work of Gai et al.110 on

the faceting of Si surfaces is described in section 3.D. They

suggested that certain crystallographic orientations of Si, after

annealing at an elevated temperature, may be used as nano-

templates with a variable cross-section to grow ‘‘quantum

wires’’ and other nanostructures. Ohmori et al.117 developed

this idea (Fig. 26) and showed that Ge nanowires could be

grown on an annealed Si(173 100 373) surface that had a

hill-and-valley structure, consisting of alternating (113) and

(517) facets (note that (113) is classified as a MAJOR facet

according to Gai et al.;110 see Fig. 23 above and related

discussion).

The faceting of oxide surfaces by heating in air: nanofacet

lithography. Whereas all the faceting studies described up to

Fig. 27 AFM images of the {10�10} A12O3 surface. These substrates

have been annealed at 1400 1C for different lengths of time: (a) 4 h, (b)

6 h and (c) 12 h. The images show the increase in the facet wavelength

and the decrease in the density of facet junctions. Reprinted from

ref. 59 with permission from Elsevier.

Fig. 28 Schematic representations of the ‘‘Nanofacet Lithography’’

approach: different self-structuring processes at (a) vicinal (e.g.,

stepped a-Al2O3(0001)) and (b) singular (e.g., Al2O3(10�10)) crystal

surfaces, leading to increases in the period and their subsequent

replication to other media: (a) a mis-cut by an angle y increases the

surface pitch from a to d, with feature height h; step-bunching further

increases the pitch to D, with feature height H. (b) The relaxation and

reconstruction of (10�10) increases the surface pitch from a to A, and

faceting further increases the pitch to D, with a feature height of the

same order of magnitude. Figure and caption from Gabai et al.

Reproduced from ref. 119 with permission. Copyright (2007)

Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA.

Fig. 26 Self-organized Ge nanowires formed on Si(173 100 373),

corresponding to an azimuthal direction jp = 751 with y = 28.21. (a)

AFM image with a scan size of 2.0 � 2.0 mm2. (b) Height h as a

function of the position along the white line in (a). (c) Z-contrast

STEM image of the Ge nanowires shown in (a). (d) High-resolution

[12�1] zone-axis XTEM image. Reprinted with permission from

ref. 117. Copyright (2005) American Chemical Society.
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this point have been carried out under vacuum conditions,

there have been reports recently that certain oxide surfaces

develop facets upon annealing to elevated temperatures in air,

or in gas mixtures at atmospheric pressure. The motivation is

the development of templates for the deposition of metallic

nanostructures, or the use of faceted substrates as masters for

making ‘‘stamps’’ for the patterning of biomolecular sensors

onto substrates.

Several groups have reported the faceting of Al2O3 surfaces

following heating in air from 1100 to 1500 1C.55,59,118,119

Heffelfinger et al.59,118 and Huth et al.55 found that the planar

M-plane sapphire (10�10) surface was unstable upon annealing

in air and spontaneously formed long ridge-like structures,

primarily with (1�101) and (1�102) nanofacets. Upon heating in

air at 1400 1C, individual facets nucleated and initially grew.

After 4 h at 1400 1C, the surface was faceted into a complete

hill-and-valley structure, whose facet wavelength increased with

further annealing (see Fig. 27).59 Gabai et al.119 confirmed that

unstableM-plane sapphire develops ridge-like facets, with peaks

and V-shaped grooves. In contrast, vicinal mis-cut C-plane

sapphire, i.e. vicinal alpha alumina (0001) tilted by 21 toward

[1�100], develops nanosteps, consistent with step-bunching.

A schematic of the distinction between the step-bunching of

a vicinal Al2O3 surface and the faceting reconstruction of a

low-index surface, such as (10�10), is shown in Fig. 28.119 This

figure also illustrates the use of the faceted surface as a

potential ‘‘stamp’’ for replication, in the approach Gabai

et al. call ‘‘Nanofacet Lithography’’ (NFL).119 A more

detailed flowchart, showing the creation of cast PDMS stamps

using nanofaceted Al2O3 as a ‘‘master’’, is shown in Fig. 29.119

Such stamps can be used in nanoimprint lithography to deposit

periodic arrays of self-assembled alkane-thiol MLs, or even

biofunctionalized nanoarrays comprising of different proteins.120

Faceted Al2O3 surfaces have also been explored as sub-

strates for the growth of nanowires and nanostripe arrays.

Huth et al.55 used nanofaceted Al2O3(10�10) as a substrate for

the MBE (molecular beam epitaxy) growth of Fe and Nb at

controlled, shallow incidence angles, which lead to geometrical

‘‘shadowing’’ by the nanofacets. Spatially-separated 100 nm-

wide Nb nanostripes were demonstrated.

Benedetti et al.121 have shown that nanofaceting is not

limited to Al2O3 heated in air. They prepared stepped MgO

surfaces mis-cut from the stable (100) cleavage plane by 21 and

61. Upon heating to B1000 1C for 1 to 6 h in a 50/50 mixture

of O2 and N2, they found that the surfaces developed regular

arrays of steps, whose morphology depended on the annealing

time and temperature.121 Faceting was attributed to a step-

bunching mechanism (large terraces connected by multiple

atom height steps) similar to that shown in Fig. 28a.

4. Summary: perspective

This review focused on new aspects of nanoscale phenomena

in surface chemistry. Our aim was to characterize the physics

and chemistry of facet nucleation and growth on a variety of

metal, semiconductor and oxide surfaces. Faceting is generally

driven by thermodynamics (the minimization of surface free

energy) but limited by kinetics (surface diffusion, nucleation

and growth). Although clean, planar metal surfaces do not

generally develop facets spontaneously, adsorbed MLs can

affect the anisotropy of the surface free energy and create

conditions favorable for faceting. Faceting is often observed

for atomically-rough surfaces that become morphologically

unstable when covered by adsorbed gases and annealed. First

principles theory has been compared to experiment, providing

useful insights into the stability of various surfaces.

We also examined the relationships between nanometre-scale

surface features and heterogeneous catalytic chemistry in a

number of simple reactions. A unique characteristic of these

studies of model catalysts was our emphasis on atomically-

rough, high surface energy surfaces that were morphologically

unstable under the reaction conditions used. The results will

help our understanding of dynamic structural rearrangements

at the surfaces of high area supported catalysts, and in clarify-

ing the role of nanometre-scale size effects in surface reactions.

Finally, we discussed the use of faceted surfaces as self-

assembled nanotemplates, with interesting potential applica-

tions such as the synthesis of model supported catalysts

(metals on oxides), substrates for the growth of nanowires

and nanofacet lithography (including the patterning of organic

self-assembled monolayers and the deposition of nanoarrays

of biomolecules). The applications of faceted surfaces in

nanotechnology—especially surfaces faceted by heating in

air—are certain to blossom in the coming years.
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